Mary’s Morning Message

The 3/11 Energetic-Gateway
As the Universal Shifts keep Shifting Us, we continue to Trust the Process of
Elimination, Letting Go, and Releasing what no longer sustains us. By Releasing,
we ultimately begin to open and Receive the Keys of our next Energy Experience.
3/11 Opens up another Energetic-Gateway. A Gateway of Encouragement to walk
through it with Grace and Ease.
You may ask why 3-11 is so special, why is it so different from any other day? Well
as the Stars align, we are Emerging Energetic-Gateways to our New Begin. Today
is a Birthing into an Energy Experience of Crafting and Creating. It can be a Very
Positive Outcome if we Choose it to be.
3/11 is Streamlining Energy Frequency, as a Currency Connector to a Higher Field
of Consciousness. We are able to Collect Goodies today, just by being in this
Energy Experience. These Goodies are simply Activated by letting go of ‘outside’
disturbances and turning inward while in the Stillness to Receive.

In Numerology, 2018 is an Eleven-Year. 11 is a Significant and Spiritual number,
which has been a factor in many world events. This year of 11, offers us an ability
to ‘tolerate’ these world changes, and to become more at ease with an old societal
energy that is beginning to ‘fade-away its shades of gray’.
3/11 is a Springboard to manifest your greatest desires through a continual
dedication of Following-Through. The 3 Intertwines into this 11, as a Personal
Desire to Expand and Unite. 2018 is a Master Number 11 Year, and the Spiritual
Messengers are Awakening as Clear Conduits and Channels of Peace.
This New Energy of 3/11, supports those on this Spiritual Springboard to an
Advancement in this Awakening. As we discern what still needs to be changed, we
engage in a self-empowerment enabling us to succeed. As we go through these
personal lessons, we grade them as a living test of failure or success. Either way,
these lessons have, and will lead us to the Gateway of Goodness. We are advanced
forward to Receive the Keys of Accomplishments, New and Loving Relationships,
and an Awakening from within, to our New Beginning.
3/11 is a very ‘subtle’ day, to help Aid and Assist any Knots to Untwist that may be
binding the Seven Seals (chakras) from Receiving. In the days and months ahead,
we will be ‘strengthening’ our Abilities, as we Position ourselves as Peace Keepers
of this New Garden.
If we look into the Energy Fields of Light, everything is about Crafting and Creating
the BRAND NEW. It is so important to Let go of the Old, let bygones, be bygones,
and Release what can no longer be brought forward.
This Day is a VERY positive and influential experience, it helps us in the Illumination
process, as we are in a continual rotation of new and vibrant light. We can feel the
freedom, and the excitement as we move closer to the 5th Dimensional Experience.
The 3/11 Energy Experience is also a reminder that we are “Star Seeds” born from
constellations of this Great Universe. As Star Seeds, we have come to this Big Blue
as entities with great knowledge and wisdom, carrying Star Codes embedded deep
within our cellular makeup, just waiting to be Awakened.

3/11 is a type of formula to lift, ascend, and enlighten us.
3 is a triad, a trinity, 3 means “all”, it is a frequency of the “whole”, it contains the
beginning, a middle and an end. 3 is creative power and growth, 3 is energy moving
forward, rising, lifting. 3 is the heavens, earth and waters, it is body, soul and spirit,
3 is birth, life and death, it is past, present and future, a complete cycle. In the
world of symbols, we see the trident, the triangle, the fleur-de-lie, trefoil as 3 lines
are connecting a complete alignment. In Death, the astral or emotional body stays
connected to the physical body for 3 days, leading the spirit to ascend on its 3rd day.
3 Is a walk-about, a sojourn, a journey. The number 3 denotes Divine Alignment.
The Number 11 of this actual day and 11 of this actual year, is a DOUBLE frequency.
It is the double TOWERS of Heaven and EARTH. It is the masculine, feminine in its
complete balance.
This spiritual WAVE Connects, Illuminates, and Unites us.
3/11 is a thoroughfare to a great sense of knowledge and wisdom.
Today we Accelerate, and leap into a quantum journey on Faith and Trust.
As the Moon and Constellations are in an alignment of this Date 3/11, it is the 11
that sets us free, it is the Key that unlocks the Mystery’s through the Mastery of
Oneness.
May you be Abundantly Gifted with Grace and Love.
May you be given the Energy to sustain and remain in Balance.
May you be willing to Peacefully let go, and open to Receive.
May you know that you are loved and cared for.
May you Breathe the Breath of Calmness and Continue to Connect to the Higher
Consciousness of Christed Love and Light.
May all things be a source of peace to us.
And may peace within thyself, bestow peace upon all that is.

And So It Is.
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